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Abstract. The Schur complex L^</> has proved useful in studying resolutions
of determinantal ideals, both in characteristic zero and in a characteristic-free
setting. We show here that in every characteristic, Liy^ is isomorphic, up to
a filtration, to a sum of Schur complexes 5Z„ y{Xjp.; v]Lv<f>,where y{X/p.; v)
is the usual Littlewood-Richardson coefficient. This generalizes a well-known
direct sum decomposition of Liy^ in characteristic zero.

Introduction
Let F and G be finitely generated free R-modules of ranks m and n,
respectively, and <p:G -> F be an R-module homomorphism. To every skew
shape k/p, associate the Schur complex of q> of shape k/p, as defined in
[2] and denoted by f-x/nV • It is well known that if R contains a copy of
the rationals, then Lx/P<p is isomorphic to Y,v7(k/p; v)Lvtp, where Lv<p is
the Schur complex associated to the shape v and 7(k/p ;v) is the ordinary
Littlewood-Richardson coefficient. In this paper, we construct a universal (=
independent of the ring R) filtration of L^p , whose associated graded object
precisely coincides with Y^v Yi^/f1! v^v<p .
One should remark that the above can be applied to all complexes L^,^ ®
L^/jjjP®- • •®f'X,ifi,(p,which are further instances of Schur complexes associated

to skew shapes.
The techniques used in the construction are those introduced in the author's
thesis, Brandeis University, 1984 (largely reproduced in [4]), and successfully
exploited in [5, 3, 6]. In fact, all the results contained in these four papers can
be obtained as corollaries of the result for ~Lx/n<P
■
One expects the universal filtration of L^p to assist in solving some problems akin to those which originated the notion of Schur complex (cf. [1,7,
9], etc.). For instance, such a filtration is an ingredient for the study of the
homology of the complex introduced in [11].

It has to be pointed out that in the very special cases when p = (t) and
p = (V),a universal filtration for L^/^ has been already described in [8] but
in a way which is of little help to us here. (In fact, in his thesis, written before
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[8], Ko believed to have the description of a universal filtration for every Schur
complex, but there were some errors.)
Notation and basic facts are freely borrowed from [2].

1. Preliminaries
We closely follow the strategy outlined in [5, §2].
We first define an auxiliary free R-module H; namely, we set H — Rs,
where s = p\ (the length of the first row of p). We then call y/ the composite
morphism G ±* F ^ F ® H.
Choose ordered bases Y = {y\, ... ,ym) and X = {x\, ... , xn} for G and
F, respectively (both of them ordered according to the subscripts), and denote

by Z = {z\, ... , zs} the canonical basis of H. Let S = YliXliZ . Thinking of
S as ordered like {z\,... , zs, x\,...
, xn , y\, ... , ym) , it follows easily from
the Standard Basis Theorem for Schur complexes and [2, Corollary V.1.14; 2,
Theorem II.4.11] that there is an embedding of complexes i: ~Lx/pq>
«-♦(L^)^ ,
where (LxV)/i stands for the subcomplex of L^ spanned by the tableaux of
shape k which are row-standard mod Y (cf. [2, Definition V.1.8]) and such
that each z, exactly occurs pi times (here, p is the conjugate partition of p).

Remark 1.1. The embedding i is not GL(/7)-equivariant but preserves the
GL(C7) x GL(/r) structure we care for.
We now explain the reason for introducing the free R-module H.
Let b^ = z\ A z-i A • • • A zk, r = l(p), and q = l(k). Consider all sets
{tri, ... , tn , tr2, ... , tn, ... , trq, ... , tig} , where the elements are nonnegative integers such that
(a) for every / = 1, ... , r, £*=l tu = pt,

(b) if for every j = 1, ... , q, Vj stands for A,—£J=1ty , then (v\, ... , vq)
is a partition v
(obviously, v C_k, and \v\ = \k\ - \p\).
Definition 1.2. For every partition v C k such that \v\ = \k\ - \p\, let B(k/v)
denote the (finite) set consisting of the elements of Ax/VH of type

Y

bW A—AbW ®---®^;) A"-a^;)®---®^)

a---a^;>

fir.fix

for all possible choices of sets {tr\, ... , t\\, tr2, ... , t\2, ... , trq, ... , t\q) .

Here, £ft bffn ® •■■® bf'] = A(b^) for every i=\,...

,r, with A the

diagonal map Aft7/ -* A'" H <8>
• • • <8>
A'xH.
Remark 1.3. The elements of B(k/v) are in fact contained in (Ax/VH)^ ^H';
that is, they are l7+(/Y)-invariant and each z, occurs in them exactly pi times.
(U+(H) = U+(p\; R) is the group of upper unitriangular matrices of order pi

with entries in R.)
Lemma 1.4. y/ = q>® £, where £ is the zero map 0 —»H.
Definition 1.5. For every b € B(k/u), let <p(v, b) denote the map Avq> —>
(Lxy/)ji, which is obtained by first restricting to Au<p<g>
{b} the (obvious) morphism Avtp <s>
Ax/vC,—►
Axy/ of [2, Definition V.l.l 1] and then composing with

dxV-
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(For the definitions of the complexes A.- and the map dxW, cf. [2, p. 262].)
What happens if we apply to a generator of lm((p(v, b)) the straightening law
going from {xx, ... , xn,yx,

... ,ym,zx,

... , zs) Xo {zx, ... , zs,xx,

... , xn,

y\, ■■■, ym} ? Certainly we still have a c7+(//)-invariant element of (Lx¥)m .
but since the tableau
z\ ?2 Z3 .
Zm J
z\ z2z->, .
Zm\
Z\ zi Z3 • • • z^r—

(of shape p) is the only l7+(.^-invariant standard tableau containing /t, copies
of z, for every i = 1, ... , s, we in fact get an element of Im(z') (cf. [2,
Theorem in the appendix]).
Therefore, (p(v, b) can be thought of as a map from Avtp to L^p . This
map will be the main ingredient in our construction.
2. The filtration
Definition 2.1. M.vq>is the subcomplex of the complex L^p
ET>,, beBWT)lm(<P(?, b)).

given by the sum

The subcomplexes Mv<p, ordered lexicographically (i>\ < v2 => MV2<pC
M.Vl<p)will give the filtration of Ijx//i<Pf°r which we are looking.
We denote by Mvq> the subcomplex immediately preceding M„^,i.e., M^
= ET>,, beBWT)Im(<P(?, b)).

Proposition 2.2. (i) {M„^} is an exhaustive filtration.
(ii) Each q>(v, b): Av<p-♦ Lx/^tp induces a map L,v<p—>hx/pf/Mug>, indeed

a map ~Lvq>
—*M^/M^p,
denoted by !(>(v,b).
Proof, (i) One can mimic the proof of [4, Proposition 3.1], provided one replaces each A'(F ® G) by A'(<p®() and keeps in mind the peculiar nature of
C, as defined in Lemma 1.4.
(ii) One can mimic the proof of [4, Lemma 3.6], reading A'(cp ® Q instead

of A'(F e G).
We want to show that each Mv(p/M.vq> is isomorphic to the sum of exactly
7(k/p; v) copies of hvtp . The idea is to reduce the case over Z (whence the
case over every R) to the case over Q, where the result is known to be true

(cf., e.g., [10, §0.3; 9]).
Combinatorially, 7(k/p; u) is the number of standard tableaux of shape
k/v , filled with p.\ copies of 1, p2 copies of 2, #3 copies of 3, etc., such that
the associated word (formed by listing all entries from bottom to top in each
column, starting from the leftmost column) is a lattice permutation (cf. [5, §1]).
To the above standard tableaux of shape k/v, one can associate in a oneto-one way 7(k/p; v) elements of B(k/v), thus obtaining a subset B'(k/v) of
B(k/v) such that \B'(k/v)\ = 7(k/p; v) (cf. [5, §3]).
Now notice that if in the first part of the proof of [4, Theorem 4.5] one replaces the standard tableau dv(a) £ LVF by any linear combination Y,jCjdv(aj)
of standard tableaux, the very same argument shows:
After ordering the elements of B'(k/v) in the way described in [5, §3], for
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every V £ B'(kjv)

one has that

<p(v,b') ($>*,)
($)

implies

_
^

eM,+

J

lm(<p(v,b"))

Cjdv(af) = 0,

whence Cj = 0 for every ;'.

j

(The proof of [4, Theorem 4.5] is given in the case p is a rectangle but does
not depend on the assumption p.\ = • • • = pr, as already remarked in [5, §3].)
Once more, reading <p® C instead of F ® G in the above, ($) becomes a
statement like the following: After ordering the elements of B'(k/v) in the way

described in [5, §3], for every b' £ B'(k/v),

W,b'):\,uf^Mv(pl\Mv(p+
V

Y. IM<P(v,b")))

b"<b'

I

is injective over Z.
Thus, over the field Q, one is forced to conclude from the known decompo-

sition Y,v vWP-1 v)Lu(p of Lx/n9 that, for every b £ B(k/v) - B'(k/v),

(&)

\m(<p(v, b)) CMv<p+

Y,

IirrW,*'))-

b'€B'{X/v)

Mimicking the second part of the proof of [4, Theorem 4.5] (again ignoring
the assumption p\ = ■• • = pr and reading <p® £ instead of F ® G), it follows

that (&) in fact holds over Z.
Summarizing, we have proven that we can safely discard all maps cp(v, b)
with b £ B(k/v) - B'(k/v), for they do not add anything to the images of the
y(v,b') with b' £B'(k/v).
This completes the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 2.3. ~Lx/P(/>
nas a universal filtration whose associated graded object is
2Zv7(k/p;v)Lv<p.
Remark 2.4. Further observations can be made on B(k/v), B'(k/v), and their
elements, as well as on the quotients M.vtp/M.vq>, in a way similar to that of

[5, §3].
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